
1-2 Vocabulary Sheet: 
Point: 0 dimensional 

Denotes location 

Named with a capital letter 

 (example •A is called point A)  

Diagram: 

Line: 1 dimensional (length) 

Continues in opposite directions forever 

Made up of points 

Named with either two capital letters or 

one lower case cursive letter 

Diagram: 

Plane: 2 dimensional (length and width) 

Continues in all directions forever in the 

2D space 

Made up of points and lines 

Named with at least 3 capital letters or 

one capital cursive letter 

 

Diagram: 

Space: 3 dimensional 

Continues in all directions forever in 

three dimensional space 

Made up of points, lines, and planes 

Diagram: 

Collinear points: points that all lie on the 

same line 
Diagram: 

Coplanar Points: points that lie on the 

same plane 
Diagram: 

Intersection: the set of points that are 

in both figures. Two lines can only 

intersect at one point. Two planes 

intersect at an infinite number of points 

(a line).  

Diagram: 

 



Problem #1Problem #1

Classify each statement as true or false

1) QP intersects plane RRRR at point P

2) Points V, T, and Q are coplanar

3) Points S, T, and Q are collinear

4) Lines m and n intersect at point P

5) Points S and Q are collinear

6) Points S, P, and T lie in only one plane

 

Problem #2Problem #2

Answer the following with yes or no:Answer the following with yes or no:

1)1) Does a plane have edges?Does a plane have edges?

2)2) Can a point be in two lines? In five Can a point be in two lines? In five 
lines?lines?

3)3) Can a line be in two planes? In six Can a line be in two planes? In six 
planes?planes?

4)4) Are all coplanar points also collinear?Are all coplanar points also collinear?

 

Problem #3Problem #3

Name a fourth point in theName a fourth point in the

same plane as the given pointsame plane as the given point
(the unseen corner is H)(the unseen corner is H)

A

E

D
C

G

F

B

1) C, B, A

2) D, C, G

3) E, H, D

4) H, E, F

 

Problem #4Problem #4

Answer the following with Answer the following with 

the given diagramthe given diagram
(the unseen corner is H)(the unseen corner is H)

A

E

D
C

G

F

B

1) Are there any points in line CG besides C and G?

2) Are there more than four points in plane ABCD?

3) Name the intersection of planes ABFE and BCGF

4) Name two planes that do not intersect

 
 


